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BUSINESS AS USUAL
The success of the present program centres around the successful event structure of the JNOL, NOL, ASOC and the
processes in place to ensure high quality coaching and managing of athletes who aspire for selection in national
teams. Preserving these structures by continuing to provide the human resourcing to co-ordinate and quality control
these practices is necessary to ensure ongoing success. Presently, the backbone of competition structure is
developed by the Manager High Performance Operations. The management of team coaches and managers is
overseen by the Manager High Performance, Strategic. While there is a need to harmonise these roles and broaden
the responsibility along the pathway, continuing to make provision for this human resourcing needs to remain.
Some of the key elements to preserve by continuing to provide this human resourcing are;
 Ensure and guide high technical standards in event organisation and course setting.
 Continue to co-ordinate high mapping standards and terrain access to compete and train on terrain of the
highest calibre at national events and national training camps.
 Continue to underpin the quality NOL and JNOL competition structure.
 Support the excellent national schools competition in the Australian Carnival week and the School Sport
Australia National Secretary.
 Continue to assure that WOC management and coaching is of the highest calibre.
 Support JWOC management and coach.
 Continue to develop Bushrangers competitions with NZ and the test match concepts and competitions.
 Continued co-operation and learning / collaboration with NZ.
 Coaching and officiating officer retained to drive coach development.
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THE PLAN
Australian Orienteering at its very best; everyday.

OUR VISION
Inspiring excellence and participation through:
An enjoyable, challenging athlete pathway, at all levels, leading to world-class performances for the whole orienteering
community to take pride in.
So as to develop sufficient numbers of athletes of sufficient quality to sustain ongoing success.

OUR MISSION
Enriching the lives of others by;
Creating a world-class athlete pathway, so we have more people participating, enjoying, achieving and aspiring; and
more winners on the world stage.
This will develop the strength of our clubs, state associations and national squads.
When we have delivered on our priorities, we will see:
More participation in all levels of the orienteering athlete pathway
More juniors and youth participating and supported in their orienteering aspirations
More motivated engagement and committed performance
More athletes achieving benchmark performances in the High Performance Pathway
More winners on the world stage

OUR APPROACH
The High Performance Management Group‟s role is to lead, invest and enable Australian Orienteering to achieve our
High Performance outcomes and priorities. Together we fulfil our role by:
Leading – providing a clear sense of direction and organisation of the High Performance Pathway and competition
structure, challenging and supporting athletes and coaches to keep lifting their performance, recognising and sharing
best practice, celebrating and sharing success, bringing athletes, coaches, clubs and associations together and
providing evidence and advocacy to point the best way forward.
Enabling – building the capability of our athlete support structures in areas such as knowledge and best practice,
holistic athlete development, management and support systems, information technology services, human resources,
research and monitoring, coaching practice, best practice in the Daily Training Environment wherever an athlete may
be, competition structure to develop skills, use of research and innovation, development of the physical, mental,
technical capacities of our athletes.
Investing – investing to produce results and processes that drive involvement and achievement, monitoring the
performance of the programs, and reporting back on the use of valuable human and financial resources.
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OUTCOMES
By 2018 we want to have achieved:

MORE PEOPLE PARTICIPATING IN ALL LEVELS OF THE ATHLETE PATHWAY
We want more juniors, youth and adults participating, engaging and being supported in their orienteering aspirations
We want to achieve:













more children participating in orienteering as a fundamental experience in schools and at events
more participation in co-operative parent child squad coaching
more engagement in orienteering and participation in club events, regional and state leagues and state
championships.
more participation in school programs and school leagues, school coaching and Australian Schools Champs
Athletes identified as Targeted Talented Athletes and support structures
more participation in state squads and club squads
more participation in JNOL competition and JNOL squad coaching
more participation in NOL competition and state based NOL squad coaching
more participation in international events, University champs, Aus v NZ events
more avenues for contribution to HP programs by athletes and past athletes
more coaches at all levels
integrated and aligned HP structures between clubs, states and national squads and competitions

MORE ATHLETES ACHIEVING BENCHMARK PERFORMANCES IN THE HP PATHWAY
We want Australia‟s domestic competition and squad structures to assist committed performance and achievements at
world standard. We want to identify and develop talented athletes at club, school, youth, university and adult levels.
We want to achieve:









Australian Schools Champs vibrantly contributing to athlete benchmark performances.
More athletes identified as Targeted Talented Athletes
Australian New Zealand schools competition more regularly developing competition skills
Vibrant and sustainable State and regional leagues
Junior National Orienteering League participation developing top 30 JWOC performances
National Orienteering League where competitors score high national ranking points and world ranking points
when available.
High Performance Squad committed to reaching a range of benchmark performances.
Australian Championship fields with depth providing upward pressure to standards

MORE WINNERS ON THE WORLD STAGE
We want Australia‟s most talented orienteers to be identified and developed, and to win on the world stage
We want to achieve:






World ranking Foot O Federation League – male and female top 12
Qualifying minimum of 2 places in long and middle final at WOC, WOC ranking 8-22 male and female
Qualification for at least one runner in the World Games
World Cup Tasmania inspirational performances,
Oceania Championships podium finishers 50%
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OUR FOCUS
We have six priority areas that will deliver our outcomes:

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Having the structures and people in place with the authority and resources to drive athlete support structures and
system alignment to give maximum support to participation and performance.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
Our most talented athletes to be identified, developed and supported to win on the world stage. With a focus on
performances in the 2015 World Cup in Tasmania, the World Orienteering Championships and key second tier
international events to offer a progression to competition at the very top level.

COMPREHENSIVE ATHLETE PATHWAY DEVELOPMENT
Critical pathway structures will be identified, developed and supported to assist holistic athlete development through
the support of key drivers in all stages of the athlete pathway.

QUALITY COMPETITION
We will continue to ensure the highest technical standards be employed in our event structures, mapping and course
planning.

COACHES
We will support coaching at all levels of the athlete pathway through incentives, recognition and support material. We
will recognise that coaching plays a key role in athlete development and club affiliation.

LONG TERM PLANNING
Competition and training schedules and structures will be planned 3-4 years in advance. There will be review and
evaluation and dissemination of these to allow planning and partner integration as well as the development of best
practice.
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OUR PRIORITIES
MAINTAINING AND IMPROVING BUSINESS AS USUAL
JNOL, NOL, event technical standards, WOC coach and management, JWOC management, training camps and the
national coaching accreditation scheme all need to be maintained. Improvements will be aimed at longer term
planning and reviewing practices as well as integration of new competition formats from the new world championship
structure. Athlete support will be enhanced through seeking funding support for Junior National Orienteering League
funding to expand the JNOL selection races to 3 weekend rounds. Aligning selection to the competition structure will
drive athlete development. Provided an equitable funding arrangement that can be nationally agreed upon through
state and club funding agreements.

NATIONAL ORIENTEERING LEAGUE FEEDER PROGRAMS
Developing ideal structures to support feeder programs for the development of athletes who would compete in the
senior ranks of state teams in the national orienteering league. These encompass junior school development
programs and adult talent ID programs, at a club, state and national level.

TALENT IDENTIFICATION PROCESS
The development of a nationally integrated talent ID process and incentive program for club based participants to
measure themselves against talent ID benchmarks.

SQUAD STRUCTURES AND SUCCESS BENCHMARKS FOR ATHLETES
Implementing the squad structures that are outlined in this plan and resourcing these in a manner that underpins the
success of the activities that they conduct. Providing clear guidance for squad coaches and members on successive
pathway benchmarks for progression with clear processes for athlete development to reach these benchmarks.

COACHING RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Leading the way with coaching resource development. The aim of the various resources is to lead the way in
supporting club coaching, resources for teachers, parents and SSOs to support the development of talent ID
structures and the transition of athletes form the club environment to the HP athlete pathway.

RESEARCH AND INOVATION
Reviewing and evaluation to vision best practice and share success stories.

ENHANCED CAPABILITY: ON LINE COACHING / MASS COACHING
Explore an online coaching delivery mechanism to assist with the collaborative on line coach counseling. Integrate this
with the delivery of a standardised coaching curriculum that is flexible enough to support coaching at club, state and
national levels.

COACH DEVELOPMENT: MORE COACHES AND QUALITY COACH DELIVERY
Coach development and coach incentive programs, collaboration and resources.
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STRATEGIES
ROLES OF SYSTEM PARTNERS AND STAKE HOLDERS AND ENGAGEMENT
STATES AND CLUBS ALIGNMENT STRATEGIES
 Support NOL teams, management, and coaching
 Provide explicit NOL, JNOL and ASOC coaching, squad structures and benchmarks
 Talent Identification processes in place
 Support club junior development initiative
 Support club coaching
 Strengthen school club links
 Initiate and develop local and regional leagues
 Introduce 12-14 year parent child club coaching squads and programs see appendix 2
 Encourage university sports club engagement
 Sprint O development programs
 More children participating in orienteering as a fundamental experience in schools and at events
 More participation in school programs and school leagues, school coaching and Australian Schools Champs
 More level 1 coaches
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ACCOUNTABILITY AND KPIs
KEY MEASURABLE REPORTING KPIs
The following reporting KPIs are listed relative to the FTEM model.
E AND M

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

World Games; qualify at least one runner.
WOC; qualifying minimum of 1 place in sprint final; male and female.
WOC team ranking; male and female; 8-22; (2 finalists middle and long)
WOC benchmark performances; 2 x Top 30
WOC Relays; No MPs (disqualifications), place below 18th x 3
WOC performances are commensurate or better than world rankings
World Cup; Tasmania, 2 x top 30
World Cup; EHPS members, Europe; 2 x top 30
Oceania Championships; podium finishers 50%
World ranking Foot O Federation League (depth) – male and female top 12
HPS world rankings; Scores average above 1000pts; 6 athletes
EHPS world rankings; scores average above 1200pts; 3 athletes
HPS world rankings; top 100; four athletes minimum
Level 3 coach numbers increased

T3/T4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

World University Games; Top 30, one athlete
World Cup NDS members; 2 x top 60, 4 entrants, semi managed team
National Development Squad (NDS) in NOL; top10, and/or 1000pts/some races
NDS, JDS training camp participation 30
AUS v NZ test matches; placing‟s 1st-3rd; 50% minimum
AUS v NZ test matches; victory over NZ
NOL, men 50 starters; women 40 starters
NOL, 30th place; national ranking points average; 880 minimum
JWOC; qualifying minimum of 1 place in middle final; male and female.
JWOC benchmark performances; 2 x top 30, in each of sprint, middle, long
JWOC Relays; No MPs (disqualifications), place below 18th
JWOC performances are commensurate or better than world rankings
Junior AUS v NZ test matches (2015/16) 1st – 3rd; 50%
Oceania Championships (NDS) members; 4 top 30
HPS Juniors; senior world rankings; Scores average above 900pts; 3 athletes
HPS Juniors; senor world rankings; top 300; four athletes minimum
Level 2 coach numbers increased
State championships integrated into benchmark performances

T1/T2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

NOL participation from TTA adult program; 2 men, 2 women, variety of states
JNOL participation from TTA junior participants; 2 men 2 women, variety of states
ASOC; full teams, TTA athletes identified by reaching benchmarks x 6
TTA nominations from variety of states
TTA invitations to national training camps and progress to NDS, JDS benchmarks
TTAs across various age groups,
TTA verification followed with invitation to national training camps.
State development squads ASOC, JNOL, NOL in 90% states
Club training hubs nominating TTAs; utilizing training benchmarks (web outreach)
Web outreach via TTA online coaching resources
Regional TTA camp program roster 90% state involvement
National benchmark criteria tracking outreach

F2/F3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

OA self coaching resources outreach via website
Club based coaching in 50% of clubs
Seasonal weekly coaching in clubs in all states
Sprint O based development programs at school and university levels
Level 1 coaches increased
50% of states running collaborative parent child programs 12-14ys / national comp.
Parent coaching resources outreach via website
School resources outreach via website
Club school links evidence of
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MILESTONE KPIs OVERVIEW
An overview of significant milestones in the life of the plan are listed below. For more details see the detailed KPI list
2014

2015

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Head coach; appointed
Pathway manager; appointed
WOC selection criteria; updated, communicate
WC TAS Training Camp; successful
New Squad structures; adopted, disseminated,
HP Website framework; restructure template
Sprint relay in NOL, JNOL, training camps
TTA Support; TTA / TID Coordinator appointed
H.R. Unified reviewed, explicit role descriptions
Consolidation of junior and senior squads to HPS
Squad coaches appointed; NDS JDS
Squad benchmarks at all levels
WOC Sponsors approached; Web invites
WOC Training Camp
WOC Performances; MEN to tier 2
Level 2 Coaching Course
Individual Coaches for HPS, TTAs from ASOC
Sprint incorporated successfully into ASOC
Long term planning protocols; calendars,
budgets, 3 years ahead,
20. Web resource repository for all HP planning

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

2016

2017

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

1. New Strategic Plan
2. Succession planning structures
3. Review of strategic Plan

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Regional development competition structure
International master coach visit / state visits
Review online coaching resources
No MP at JWOC (explicit team code)
School Support Resources for clubs
TTA Curriculum differentiation; adult junior
Coaching on line refined
TTA outreach expanded to other sports
Adult TTA focus; web coaching curriculum
TTA athletes cascade to competing in NOL
Review of strategic plan
Succession planning
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Tasmania World Cup;
Maintain momentum after TAS World Cup
JDS camp pre/post world cup.
NDS camp/sprint bay (NZ)
Test Match Program agreement forged NZ
2nd Tier international competition structure
JDS Coaching, Athlete tracking support
Injury tracking all squads
SSSM Web resources comprehensive
National Coach Forum group
Club Coach curriculum developed
Club Talent Identification Benchmarks
State NOL Coach Structure nationally integrated
JNOL State funding agreement with SSOs
Coaching on line strengthened
Strategic Plan Review (redo ASC health check)
NZ AUS competition structure explicitly
documented.
Junior bushrangers AUS v NZ Test Matches
Post WOC training camp next WOC terrain
Sprint relays in state leagues guidelines
Sprint relay format rules, guidelines in manual
TTAs from states, clubs, aligned TTA timing
TTA athletes cascade to competing in JNOL
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Accountability and KPIs
Driver : Athletes
Strategy

Action

KPI

Priority

Lead

Time frame

Maintain or increase participation levels
in the NOL & JNOL competition.

Formalised State Squad structures, alignment
discussions with SSOs.
Request SSOs fund travel to one round of JNOL
for JWOC candidates

NOL coaches managers appointed and
publicised.
Yearly NOL JNOL Individual ranking contains
increase in competitors.

2

DHP
MHP

Dec 2014
annual review

Increase Australian federation’s IOF
ranking and profile at major European
competitions and WREs.

Enable access for elites to European based
competitions especially WREs by providing
funding and coach assistance (where able) to
support members of Elite High Performance
Squad.

Regular participation of Australian athletes at
European WC, World Ranking Events or similar.
Increase of points and/or position on IOF league
table (men 11th, 73322; women 5th 70096)

2

HC
MHP
WOCC

ongoing
annual review

$2000 PA

Document and publicise flexible and
diverse pathway structures for all
athletes using FTEM.

Align athletes, coaching, competition and the
Talent Development Structure to FTEM model.
Educate athletes about the model & structure.

Athletes aware of FTEM model and Talent
Development Structure & how to engage with it.
Australian Orienteer article and web upload of
new pathway structures.

1

DHP
HC
MHP

Dec 2013 &
ongoing

nil

Develop meaningful roles for athletes as
they exit HPS so they stay committed to
the sport. (See Driver: DTE)

Liaise with senior elite athletes to identify roles
they might like to take on in the HP pathways
model.

Greater retention of elite athletes in roles such
as coach, mentor, technical advisor,
administrator etc.

3

HC

Dec 2014

nil

Vigilance in anti-doping practice.

Maintain already high standards of athlete
education.

All athletes in HPS completing ASADA online
education programs. No positive drug tests.

1

DHP
HC

always

nil

Change culture and perceptions that
JWOC is a pinnacle of athlete
achievement. It is only a step on the
pathway to mastery.

Use FTEM model to clarify purpose and
pathways for junior athlete development.
Build smaller competition ‘stepping stones’ to
assist juniors progress to becoming skilful elite
orienteers.
High standards in JWOC selection criteria with
benchmarks to ensure only athletes who will
cope with demands of elite international
competition are selected.

Greater retention of junior athletes as they
progress through to seniors; who are
themselves, athletes with high levels of
technical, psychological and physical skill. %
JWOC athletes participating in NOL post JWOC
Discerning selection criteria that are focussed
on the quality of athletes, not the quantity.

1

DHP
HC

annual review

nil

Provide visibility and transparency
around HP Squad Structures in terms of
eligibility to squad and the entitlements
that come with each squad.

Develop new squad rationales, benchmarks,
entry requirements and entitlements that are
associated with each squad.

Publication in AO and available on the HP
webpage.

1

DHP
OA

Feb 2014

Understand importance and power of
skilful goal setting for targeting and
improving performance.

Investigate the use of Goalscape software or
alternative.

Athlete goal setting tool on website.

2

DHP
HC

DEC 2014
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COSJ

$2000
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Driver : Athletes (cont)
Strategy

Action

KPI

Priority

Lead

Time frame

Understand importance and power of
using pathway benchmarks for targeted
coaching and improving performance.

Dissemination of benchmarks to coaches.
see coaching driver also

Athlete benchmarks on website

1

HC

Jan 2014

Funnel talented athletes into the High
Performance Pathway using a welldefined and co-ordinated TID process.

Nationally aligned Talent ID process and TID
camps and weekends.

Number of athletes involved in TID processes.
Number of TID camps, and
Number of athletes supported as targeted,
talented athletes.

1

HC
TTAC
SSOs

Jan 2014
supported
TTAs
Jan 2015 TTA
development
process and
training camps

2014 $2000
2015 $4000

Develop a culture amongst athletes
where OA values are respected and
enacted.

Place responsibility of participating in the HP
program on athletes, who need to clearly
demonstrate commitment, coachability and selfmanagement skills.

Athlete contracts and HP squad application
forms completed and adhered to.
OA values incorporated in to athlete agreements
and squad applications.

1

DHP
HC

ongoing

nil

Success at WOC & Oceania Champs in
order to maintain or improve the number
of women’s start slots (2 – Div 2), &
improve men’s start slots (1 – Div 3).
Note: promotion & relegation rules:
• 2 highest-scoring countries from Div 3
promoted to Div 2 for the following year.
• 2 lowest-scoring countries from Div 2
relegated to Div 3 for the following year.

Provide best available athlete preparation and
support from WOC coaches and other HP
officials.
Target Oceania Championships as winners of
most recent M/W 21E long & middle distance
races each gain automatic qualification in
respective WOC race.

Improvement in the national rankings for WOC
qualification slots (women 15th, men 25th).
Regional Champions at Oceania
Championships in 1/4 of all positions available
ie middle and long amongst men and women.

1

WOCC
HC

Annually

$40 000

Prevent, minimise and manage injuries.

Increase educational opportunities for athletes
about injury prevention and management.
Improved communication between athletes,
coach and OA head coach.

Decrease of injured athletes who are either
unable to participate in major events, or who are
forced to withdraw.
Online or face to face workshops held at NOL
events or similar to educate athletes.
Use of central athlete data manage system to
record and communicate athlete injury.

2

HC
WOCC
JWOCC

Mar 2014

$ 500
$ 5000

Access expertise in psychology,
nutrition, strength & conditioning, from
outside agencies to support talented &
elite athletes.

Provide workshops for athletes around these
topics.

Online or face to face workshops held at NOL
events or similar to educate athletes.
Web resources on HP web page.

2

HC
WOCC
JWOCC

Sep 2014
Canberra
training camp

Demonstrate commitment to HP Squad
structures.

Athletes submit Squad Application Form &
Athlete Profile to HC each year.

Clearly identified group of athletes keen to
participate in the OA HP Program.

1

HC

Nov 2013
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Driver : Coaching
Strategy

Action

KPI

Priority

Lead

Time frame

Improve identification & tracking of TTAs

Develop better tracking tools and benchmarking
standards to identify TTAs.

Increased attraction & retention of TTAs to
sport.
Number of TI athletes competing in JNO, NOL
and schools teams.

2

HC
TTAC

2016

Improve access to varied terrains for
international comp preparation.

go to NZ & specific terrain types

Long term planning of camp venues over 3-4 yr
cycles
NZ training camp.

2

HC

Improve technical skills in sprint
orienteering.

Conduct sprint training camps and investigate
innovative sprint training techniques.

Diminished MP in WOC JWOC and NOL JNOL
Sprint Orienteering world ranking points.
Number of competitors ranked above 900pts in
Sprint O world rankings.

2

Coaches

2 years

Athletes in T, E & M phases all with
personal / individual coaches.

Identify coaching needs of HPS athletes.

Record of athlete / coach partnership.
develop coach resource group from past elites

2

HC

March 2014

nil

Reduce barriers to coaching
opportunities for athletes.

Provide both city and regional based training
camps and tours, taking the coach to the
athletes.
Explore cooperative regional camps scheduling
in camp calendar.

Evidence of both city and regional camps in the
annual coaching schedule.

2

HC

Dec 2014 &
ongoing

$ 2000 PA

Draw on skills of master coaches for
both specific technical coaching, and
coach education.

Invite ‘master’ coaches to camps and
workshops.
Consider supporting coaches who seek to
extend skills by working with or being mentored
by a master coach.

Develop a coaching resource group and invite
past elite coaches and athletes to camps and
weekends.

3

DHP

2015

Deliver comprehensive and systematic
coaching for all levels in all regions.

Review coaching curriculum resources.

Prepare and disseminate coaching curriculum.

3

DHP

Promote a culture of Friendship,
Motivation, Commitment, Pride and
Adventure through fun coaching.

Present Bi-annual Plans for upcoming 12-18
month period that are appealing and
encouraging to athletes.

Bi-Annual Plan for the forthcoming annual HP
program is distributed each year in September
to all athletes.

1

HC

Nov 2013 &
then each Sept

Change the culture that coaches are not
important.

Increase the number, status and profile of
coaches.
Employ coaching and officiating officer to drive
coach development.

Increased number and quality of coaches.
Change of culture that coaches are important.

2

DPD

long term
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nil
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Driver : Daily Training Environment
Strategy

Action

KPI

Priority

Lead

Time frame

Budget

Assist the organisation of local training
groups and squads.

Appointment of head coach to oversee the
athlete pathway development
New squad structures

Club training and coaching incentive scheme
developed and formation of local training
centres
Local training centres linked with TI processes.

1

DD

March 2014

$ 5000

Education on how to write a training
program – both short & long term.

Exemplar programs developed.

Exemplar programs uploaded to HP webpage.

3

HC

Highlight importance of role models and
key people to support the DTE.

Consider organising a ‘buddy’ system where
juniors would be linked with high-profile senior
elites a mentors.

Buddy /mentoring system in place to assist &
encourage daily training practices.

3

HC
SSOs

ongoing

Understand power of web based tools
like Attack Point to support the DTE.

Share knowledge of how to effectively use web
based tools for training purposes.

Web links and articles about web tools.

3

Athletes
Coaches

ongoing

Sustaining volunteers and allowing for
coaching.

Investigate whether conducting large numbers
of events may be diverting human resources
which could otherwise be engaged in organising
coaching activities.

OA Council meeting agenda item.

2

DHP
OA

Nov 2013

Web based survey tool review process
schedule.

Squad camp and tool review procedures
reported.

3

Athletes
Coaches

ongoing

Provide balanced local/club competition
programs, minimising the impact that a
very competition-dense, events calendar
may have on limiting opportunities for
coaching/ training activities, as well as
burning out officials.
Use of feedback to improve training.
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Driver : Competition
Strategy

Action

KPI

Priority

Lead

Time frame

Budget

Maintain and/or raise the profile of the
NOL & JNOL as the major domestic
competition for HP athletes.

Continue excellent race program, high standard
of team commitment, and expectations of
athletes who participate.
Provide funding support through state NOL team
management to support athletes participate,
especially juniors.

State agreement regarding support for funds for
travel to JNOL events for potential JWOC
participants, so as to enable 3 rounds of JNOL
races to be used as selection races for JWOC
team.

2

DHP
HC

Nov 2013 or
2014

perhaps
dollar for
dollar
incentive

Become familiar with new Sprint Relay
format being introduced at WOC 2014

Introduce Sprint Relay race to NOL & other
events

At least 1 Sprint relay race offered in the NOL
calendar each year
Relay racing in training camps.

1

DHP
HC

Dec 2014

nil

Target World Cup 2015 & Oceania
Championships

Preparation camps
Team coaches and officials supported through
organisational processes.

Positive feedback from athletes and officials
regarding WOC & WC experiences

1

DHP
HC
WOCC

Oct 2013- Jan
2105

5000 2014
5000 2015

Maintain successful club, state and
national competitions

Support technical teams from states who
conduct the races and events.

Positive feedback & successful event outcomes
for participants.

1

Tech
team

ongoing

Tech
Budget

Focus on Sprint orienteering as this is
where greater elite success is possible.

Develop an increased profile of sprint
competitions into the annual OA race calendar.

Sprint competition weekends, sprint training
camps./ post sprint team

Harmonise national, state and OS event
calendars to distribute travel burdens
and maximise competition schedules.

Implement long term planning strategies for all
major events including NOL calendar.

Event calendar for National competitions is
available at least 12 months in advance.

2

P
DHP
COS

ongoing

nil

Strengthen competitions with NZ at both
Senior & Junior elite levels.

Schedule 2 AvNZ test match events each year.
Consider a Junior class (M/W 17-20) class in the
AvNZ test matches.

Competitions are planned well in advance and
actioned.
ANZ agreements outlined in more detail and
planned more in advance.

2

DHP
NZOF
BRC/HC

Jan 2014

$3000

Conduct regional Oceania Championship
race, at least at elite level, every year, to
allow Regional Champions to take up
personal qualification start slots at WOC
middle & long races.

Negotiate with NZOF to host an annual Oceania
Championships in either country.

Annual Oceania Championships, with winners
taking up personal qualification start slot at
WOC.
Bidding agreement between AUS and NZ re
bidding for hosting of future World Cup rounds
for regional development..

2

OA
NZOF

Dec 2014

Host future World Cup races 2017/2018
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Driver : Leadership and Management; Partner Alignment
Strategy

Action

KPI

Priority

Lead

Time frame

Budget

Amend selection criteria for new WOC
race formats.

Chair of Selectors oversees the review of current
WOC selection criteria.

Reviewed selection criteria is completed,
published and disseminated to athletes.

1

DHP
COS

Dec 2013

nil

Adopt new Whole of Sport Funding
Strategy.

Align budget for 2014-2018 to FTEM model

Improved balance of funding across all 4 FTEM
phases.

2

T
DHP

??

??

Quality team tour management.

Review and evaluate – survey participants.

Positive athlete review of WOC JWOC

1

MHP
DHP

post WOC &
JWOC annual

Attract runners who enjoy ‘off road’
running to orienteering.

Target trail running and adventure racing
athletes in orienteering promotion campaigns.

Increased participation of adventure sport
athletes in orienteering events.

3

Attain new and maintain current
sponsorship arrangements to offset costs
for international team tours and NOL
program.

Source sponsorship funding from corporate or
government agencies.

Cash or ‘in kind’ payments are received by OA
on behalf of athletes.
Approach potential sponsors: Europe car, Mont
Bogong Sports.

1

MHP

Mar 2014

??

Sustain and retain the many voluntary
officials who contribute to the sport.

Create volunteer coaching recognition protocols

Maintain a healthy, growing participation
base of orienteers.

Participation statistics

OA as a central source of information for
strategies of best practice.

Web resources.

Australian Team selection criteria and
selection processes are clearly
articulated and communicated in a timely
manner to athletes.
Provide leadership in HP coaching area.

Employ Head Coach to oversee HP program.

Head Coach is employed & works closely with
DHP & MHP.

1

OA

Dec 2013

??

Monitor progress of HP with an annual
review of the FTEM Health Check.

Consider priorities identified in the Health check
process and communicate these through the OA
board to relevant groups and agencies.

Improvement in Health check outcomes and
achievement of identified priorities.

2

OA
DHP

Oct 2014

??

Clarity around the different roles of the
HP Management Group.

Document and disseminate amongst all stake
holders, the different roles and responsibilities of
each of the HPMG officers and coaches.
A review of these roles may need to be
conducted.

Published document describing each of the
different roles and responsibilities of each of the
HPMG officers and coaches.

2

DHP
HC
MHP

Apr 2104

??
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Driver: Research and Innovation
Strategy

Action

KPI

Priority

Lead

Time frame

Budget

Use of web based & digital analysis
software eg GPS attack point, Winsplits.

Enable these resources to be readily available to
athletes at minimal cost.

Common use of tools in performance analysis.

2

HC

ongoing

$ 1000

Apply SSSM to sprint orienteering
discipline

Use January Sprint training camp to access AIS
resources and target sprint training techniques.

New and innovative training techniques for
athletes & coaches documented.

2

HC

Jan 2014

??

Use athlete management software to
improve tracking and communication
about athletes (for national coaches)

Develop own or investigate commercial software
packages available for athlete management..

Use of tracking software.

2

HC
WOCC

Jan 2014

$ 5000

Seek regular feedback from athletes and
coaches, and use feedback to drive
future improvement.

Routinely seek feedback from participants in
international team trips, using surveys.
Regularly seek feedback from HP Squad about
the HP program.

Feed timelines and process are met.
Information from feedback is shared for future
planning and decision making.

1

DHP
HC

ongonig

Driver : Technical
Strategy

Action

KPI

Priority

Lead

Time frame

Budget

OA website manager creates suitable online
tool.

Existence of and use of webpage.

2

DHP

??

$ 500

Quality mapping
Course setting
High Performance Web Page or portal
developed on OA website.
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Driver : Other
Strategy

Action

KPI

Priority

Lead

Strengthen club-school links and
partnerships with Active After School
Care Providers.

Assist schools with mapping and technical
requirements to lessen the burden of providing
introductory orienteering experiences.
Investigate the successful structure in New
Zealand, document and disseminate.

School links strategy developed.

2

DPD

Understanding that the new WOC format
places even greater focus on the
technical demands and precision
required by an elite orienteer.
Priorities: 1 =High (Short term)

Selectors, coaches and athletes are aware of
the importance of technically sound orienteering
above all, and that indifference to basic skill
requirements is not valued by OA.
2= Medium
(Mid term)

Decrease of MPs and DSQs by athletes in
competitions (especially Sprint races), both
locally and internationally.

1

DHP
HC

Event organisation

3 = Low (long term)

LIST OF ACRONYMS
AO = Australian Orienteer Magazine
BRC= Bushrangers Coach
COS = Chair of Selectors
COS = Chair of Selectors (junior teams)
DHP = Director, High Performance
DPD = Director, Promotions & Development
DTE = Daily Training Environment
FTEM = AIS athlete pathway model (Foundation, Talent, Elite, Mastery)
HC = Head Coach
HPMG = High Performance Management Group
HPS = High Performance Group
IOF = International Orienteering Federation

JWOCC = JWOC Coach
JNOL = Junior National Orienteering League
MHP = Manager High Performance (Operations & Strategic)
NOL = National Orienteering League
NZOF = New Zealand Orienteering Federation
OA = Orienteering Australia
P = President (Orienteering Australia)
SSO = State Sporting Organisations
T = Treasurer (Orienteering Australia)
TID = Talent Identification
TTA = Targeted Talent Athlete Coach /Co-ordinator
WOCC = WOC Coach
WRE = World Ranking Events
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Budget
Include:
 Headline budget for major expenditure areas over the life of the plan
 Fully costed and detailed budget for the coming year
Consider:
 Provision of budget options allowing for increased /decreased revenues
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Ongoing monitoring and review
Include:
 How, when and by whom the plan will be monitored and reviewed, including
 Provision for formal reporting against KPIs scheduled at predetermined intervals
 Provision for ongoing informal monitoring
 How, when and by whom the completed plan will be reviewed, evaluated and replaced by its successor
Consider:
 An example of a reporting template is at Appendix 2
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APPENDIX 1

NSO Pathway Healthcheck
Summary of Findings
Orienteering Australia October 2013
Whole of Pathway
Information and Communication







Information and Communication was the highest scoring theme within the Healthcheck
o Relates to ensuring everyone gets on the same page
Represents your dedication to possessing a high quality skill development curriculum however the
dissemination of this curriculum needs to be improved given this was highlighted as a weakness of
the organisation.
This result is also reflective of a strong production and quality assurance of resources to support your
club network as well as the consistency, transparency and accessibility of your national squad/team
selection policies to your athletes.
It was noted however that there lacked information for SSOs and clubs to enable them to consider the
various maturational challenges of coaching, developing young athletes (e.g. relative age effect,
early/late maturers). This specifically relates to athletes at F3. Ensuring this information is provided
and communicated to the relevant bodies will assist coaching practices at this respective level and
enhance the transition of athletes to T1.

Education and Training





Relates to a commitment to continuous improvement
The low score obtained for the Education and Training theme highlights the need to provide your
curriculum resources to teachers at both the primary and secondary schools settings to support them
in teaching your sport. This can be used in conjunction with considering the option to create
opportunities for your staff/athletes to help facilitate the exposure of your sport within the schools
environment.
It was also noted that perhaps the coaches working at the F3 level or those that have “first contact”
with prospective participants don‟t have the required skills for the role. Providing some education and
training to your F3 coaches will assist in ensuing these coaches are good communicators, are
knowledgeable, experienced, skilled in people management, are professional etc.) and that an F3
athlete‟s first experience with the sport is a positive and encouraging one.

AIS Athlete Pathways and Development
ftem@ausport.gov.au
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Quality of Delivery


Quality of delivery was another theme receiving an overall low score. Areas contributing to this low
score include:
o Comprehensive skills curriculum – whilst it was noted as good for the E/M elements, it was
only scored reasonable for the F elements and poor for the T elements. Look to ensure a
comprehensive skills curriculum is in place for each major stage of the FTEM pathway clearly
articulating the key learning‟s and progressions. Focus also on the effectiveness of the
communication and delivery of this curriculum (is it achieving the desired outcome?) as this
was one area that was noted as severely lacking
o Lack of facilities available to athletes for SSSM, phys prep etc – look for opportunities to
increase your external support networks such as relationships with universities, regional
academies of sport etc.
o Both the male and female athlete development pathways were rated as Poor with the need for
more weekly training sessions noted for both especially at the E/M levels.
o Poor quality of pathways for specific groups such as athletes with disability, indigenous
athletes as well as culturally and linguistically diverse participants. Look for specific
opportunities to engage these specific participation groups.
o Lack of a measurement tool to evaluate the quality of clubs in relation to the quality of their
youth sport program delivery. Implementing such a tool (or using a pre-existing one – i think
there was mention within the workshop that one of the state‟s DSR‟s had one in place??) will
ensure you are aware of what is being delivered within each of your clubs and can assist in
controlling the consistency of the youth sport program delivery nationwide.
o Lack of staff/coordinator(s) that have overall responsibility for the strategies and activities
within both the F and T levels
o Absence of clearly defined assessment and selection processes that consider: Biological and
physiological aspects (i.e. speed, power, height etc), Psychological aspects (i.e. mental
aptitudes, coachability, motivation etc) and Social aspects (i.e. family support, place of
residence, education) at the T1 level

F Elements




The current impact of the F elements on the high performance pathway is No (or negative impact) for
F1 and High for F2 & F3
Little attention is currently devoted to the development of foundational skills important to become a
successful orienteering athlete
At present there is no deliberate attempt to engage in the F1 space
o Potential ways to increase your performance that the F1 level include:
 Providing general information to parents/carers about the importance of early
movement experiences, networking with play groups etc.
 Look to provide products or programs that are suitable for early childhood (pre school
age) engagement – e.g. obstacle courses for young kids set up at competitions etc.

AIS Athlete Pathways and Development
ftem@ausport.gov.au
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High interest in using Sprint O to promote Orienteering as a less risky activity – to alleviate parents
concerns/worries
As indicated earlier, there is a significant need to liaise with schools to enhance the uptake of
Orienteering
o Ensure resources and curriculum are provided to teachers at both the primary and secondary
school levels to assist with them in teaching your sport. Work with and support schools to
teach correct Orienteering (up skill teachers)
Whilst it felt that there was reasonable uptake and exposure of Orienteering with the secondary
school completion (i.e. a lot of people participating) it was highlighted that this was only from a small
number of schools. Look to increase the exposure of Orienteering to a broader range of schools (both
primary and secondary) to enhance the participation base at both F2 and F3. Furthermore, the uptake
and exposure of Orienteering within the primary and secondary school PE curriculum was noted as
poor further highlighting the point above regarding equipping schools and teachers with the relevant
resources and curriculum to teach your sport. This is perhaps affecting your ability to transition school
children into the club system as well as facilitating the transition of F2 participants into formal
members of your organisation (F3 participants).
Facilitate linkages between schools and clubs to increase the transition of participants. Your sport
provides diverse and varied participation opportunities emphasis fun and enjoyment however these
perhaps needs to be exposed more.

T Elements






High importance was placed on the T elements however there was a general consensus and feel
amongst the group that more attention needs to be directed towards the T levels with the inclusion of
systematic policies, procedures and frameworks especially at the T1-T3 levels
o This is also supported by the fact that this is where the least amount of financial resources are
dedicated
Building a nationally aligned talent identification and development approach was highlighted as a
priority area to improve the quality and quantity of athletes at the T levels of the pathway. The quality
of your T4 athletes was only seen as reasonable
Changes that were suggested to ensure the T elements have a higher impact on the high
performance pathway include:


Providing athletes with real feedback



Providing more international competition for 15-19 yr olds against New Zealand



Further supporting the athletes at T4



Bridging the transition between T3 and T4 both within and outside the completion
format



Provide the social support as well – recognise the importance of social connectedness

AIS Athlete Pathways and Development
ftem@ausport.gov.au
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Whilst it was felt that there was good quality of coaches at the T levels, the quantity of coaches was
identified as Poor.
More deliberate attention needs to be directed to tracking the developmental progression of all your T
level athletes by documenting and updating:
o testing data (e.g. physiological, sport-specific skills testing)
o competition performances and results
o non-competition/testing data (e.g. training histories, injury incidence and management)

E/M Elements








The E and M elements of the pathway were considered highly important within the NSOs overall
business
o Attention to the E1 stage of the pathway was particularly strong, with the majority of financial
and staffing resources directed to this space
With the quality of athletes at E1 rated as high but then falling to Poor for both E2 and M, there
appears to be barriers preventing the conversion of athletes therefore need to look at and explore the
transition of athletes and determine why the quality of athletes from E1 are not successful in their
transition to an E2 status
o It is suggested to go back and chronicle the developmental histories (e.g. case studies) of E2
athletes (i.e. those who have achieved success on the international stage) to help inform and
shape future practices that will ideally lead to a greater transition rate of athletes from E1 to
E2.
The quantity of coaches was rated poor for all elements of E1-M with the need to provide more
individualised coaches for athletes. Perhaps explore opportunities for retiring or exiting athletes to fill
this gap in coaching.
It was identified that E and M level athletes are not engaged in a sufficient number of international
camp and competition opportunities.

Other
It was highlighted that a lot of athletes seem to get lost after JWOC. There is potentially too big of a gap
between the National League and JWOC which is then quite confronting for athletes. Look for additional
completion opportunities for athletes in between to help bridge the gap and smooth transition.

AIS Athlete Pathways and Development
ftem@ausport.gov.au
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NSO Pathway Healthcheck Report

NSO : Orienteering Australia
Contact Person : Lance Read
Date of Healthcheck October 2013
Beliefs
Your NSO's responses to the NSO Pathway Healthcheck indicated that:
Specific to the F elements:
You believe that the F elements are of HIGH IMPORTANCE within your NSO
You believe that the F elements are VERY CRITICAL to the overall health of your NSO's athlete pathway
You believe that the CURRENT impact of the F elements on your NSO's high performance pathway is HIGH
You believe that IDEALLY the impact of the F elements on your high performance pathway should be HIGH
You indicated that to reach the IDEAL level of impact f or the F elements, the major changes would be:
1. obstacle courses, informal play, information for parents, networking with playgroups
2. simplified child friendly maps, options for orienteering with friends, use sprint O to promote orienteering as
a less 'risky' activity
3. supporting schools to teach orienteering correctly, promote competence for teachers, parents & children
(curriculum delivery)
Specific to the T elements :
You believe that the T elements are of HIGH IMPORTANCE within your NSO
You believe that the CURRENT impact of the T elements on your NSO's high performance pathway is
MODERATE
You believe that IDEALLY the impact of the T elements on your high performance pathway should be VERY
HIGH
You indicated that to reach the IDEAL level of impact f or the T elements, the major changes would be:
1. provide more international comps for 15-19 yr olds against NZ
2. support the athletes at T4 provide the social support as well - recognise importance of social
connectedness
3. bridge the transitions between T3 & T4 both within & outside the competition format provide athletes with
real feedback TID processes
Specific to the E/M elements :
You believe that the E/M elements are of HIGH IMPORTANCE within your NSO
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Income Data

Source of Income :
ASC

$ 180000

AIS

$0

SIS/SAS

$0

NSO

$ 174000

Sponsorship $ 0
AOC

$0

DSR

$0

Other

$0

Total Income:

$ 360000
Relative Pathway Investment
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Junior and Senior Sport Performance

Over the past 4 years, the international performance of your sport at Junior World Championships (or
equivalent; JWC), Senior World Championships (or equivalent; SWC), and Olympic Games (OG) can be
summarised as follows :
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Thematic Summary

How to interpret your thematic summary radar graph
Items within the NSO Pathway Healthcheck represent ten distinct themes relating to your athlete
pathway. The radar graph on the previous page provides an indication of the health of your pathway
according to these themes. Based upon your responses throughout the NSO Pathway Healthcheck, a score
out of 100 is provided for each of t he 10 themes. The higher your scores, or put differently, the greater the
area of the graph shaded red, the better the health of your athlete pathway.
The graphical representation allows you to clearly identify the strengths and deficiencies of your NSO in
relation to each theme associated with the athlete pathway.
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How to interpret your FTEM summary table
The table above summarises the health of your athlete pathway according to each element of the FTEM
Framework.
Based upon your responses throughout the Healthcheck, a score out of 100 is provided for each level of the
pathway (i.e. F1, F2, F3, et c.), as well as for general aspects of each element (i.e. General F, General T,
General E/M), and whole of pathway alignment. These scores are provided in the column titled “% score”.
Each score is then represented by a traffic light rating system, where green indicates good health, orange
indicates moderate health, and red indicates poor health.
In the final column of the table, scores for each level of the pathway, including the general aspects of each
major stage, have been accumulated to provide a score out of 100 indicating the overall health of the F, T
and E/M elements of your pathway.
Finally, at the base of the table, a total score reflecting the overall health of your NSO athlete pathway is
provided as a raw score out of 281.
Pages 4 and 6 of this report provide key information regarding areas of strength and deficiency within your
NSO's athlete pathway. It is important to reflect on your scores to identify those areas in which you are
currently excelling, and most importantly, areas in which your organisation may need to improve.
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Identified Priority Areas
Your NSO's highest priorities specific to each of the major elements of the pathway are:
F Elements:
Teacher education and structured school comps - primary and secondary Emphasise Sprint O Parent
education and networking Get clubs to invest at junior level - coaching and school engagement Pooling
knowledge about mass participation (from states) Clubs/schools links
T Elements:
Build partnerships wtih NZ Personalised coaching Stepping stones between schools and JWOC Emphasis
on social engagement Build a clear Sprint O pathway- schools, Talent ID Better Talent ID processes psychological Track athletes - more individual athlete data recording Squads based on FTEM level Coaches
at each level that work together Profiling
E/M Elements:
Individualised/personalised coaching Differentiating funding and support between E1 and E2 level athletes
Tracking training programs Training camps Target home World Cups Better mechanisms to support
overseas based athletes Accessing expertise especially in the psychological and nutrition areas.
Further Information
For further information and access to resources to assist in improving the pathway health of your sporting
organisation, head to the NSO Information Packages located within the Australian Sports Commission (ASC)
Clearinghouse for Sport. These packages provide helpful resources specific to each of the 10 featured
pathway themes identified within the thematic summary section of this report, and serve to enhance capacity
and capability in these areas.
Please note that access to the NSO Information Packages is restricted to persons identified as being
involved in the complet on of the NSO Pathway Healthcheck during the online submission of responses, and
requires prior registration with the ASC Clearinghouse for Sport. If you are not currently registered, please
complete the ASC Clearinghouse for Sport online registration form to activate your free account. Please be
aware that it can take up to 72 hours to activate membership to the ASC Clearinghouse for Sport, and a
further 72 hours to obtain access to the NSO Information Packages following completion of the NSO
Pathway Healthcheck. As such, if you cannot access the NSO Information Packages on your first attempt,
please try again at a later time.
In addition to the NSO Information Packages, further information specific to each level of the FTEM pathway
is available via the online FTEM Resource Repository, also housed within the ASC Clearinghouse for Sport.
The FTEM Resource Repository is accessible to all registered members of the ASC Clearinghouse for Sport.
Information, videos, and direct links to the NSO Information Packages and FTEM Resource Repository are
also available on the AIS Athlete Pathways and Development website at ausport.gov.au/ftem. Alternatively, if
you would like to follow up this NSO Pathway Healthcheck through further discussion, please contact your
AIS Athlete Pathways and Development Consultant, AIS Performance Manager, ASC Sustainable Sports
Partnership Manager, or email ftem@ausport.gov.au.
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APPENDIX 2: 12-14 year old Collaborative Child and Parent Squad Coaching Participation Initiative Exemplar e.g Mini Cyclones / Blue Sparks / Wildfires
OQ Mini Cyclones rationale and review
Mini Cyclones, an orienteering training squad for 12-14 year olds, was conceived as part of a Junior Incentive Program
supported by Orienteering Queensland.
It was realised that capable juniors in this age group needed parent support to finance their interest in orienteering
and transport them to events. When juniors show up at club or school events they need to be shown that there is a
pathway that they can step onto which will provide them with incentives and goals to become competitive orienteers.
It this regard we were trying to compete with sports that have much greater financial and personnel resources.
So the idea that got support was an investment by OQ of around $200 per child entering the scheme to provide the
juniors with a team shirt, a free 3 day training camp (free for one parent as well), and transport assistance for those
travelling some distance to events (eg. the camp and championship events). It was hoped that this was a way to
‘capture’ families not just the juniors. In recruiting we were trying to build club membership by insisting the if a child
was interested in joining the Mini Cyclones the family had to take out OQ membership. The following is an extract
from the first publicity brochure in 2003.
Membership:
A selection of promising juniors will be made each year in the 12.13 and 14 year age groups Candidates selected in age
12 may be retained in the program for 3 years should their progress warrant the continued support of OQ.
Each year an effort will be made to develop procedures for identifying emerging talent through special
encouragement programs at upper primary school level. Some experience in park and bush locations is essential in
order to show that the candidate has demonstrated both interest and potential in the sport.
Activities:
These activities will vary from year to year but may include:
A special fully or partially funded coaching camp for 12-14 year olds.
Mini Cyclones coaching activities as part of the normal OQ coaching days.
Subsidised bus travel to selected events outside Brisbane and the annual Queensland Championships.
Being assigned to a personal coach or mentor who will provide advice on how to keep a performance log and analyse
results.
Receiving advice on training and injury prevention.
Special financial assistance may also be arranged for Mini Cyclone squad members who live outside Brisbane and may
not be able to benefit from the city-based activities.
The program was launched in 2003 with a budget of $6000 provided by OQ. The first camp was held at Murrenbong
Scout Camp with 17 junior participants included emerging star performers, Bridget Anderson, Grace Burrill, Ben Freese
and Simon Mee. Since then, numbers in the squad have hovered around 25 each year with up to 12 in any one age
group.
The great success of the program has not been so much in recruiting and developing star performers but in building
depth in the numbers in junior ranks who have been well trained in navigation techniques and have gained experience
through participation in badge level and championship events both in Queensland and Interstate. Again to quote from
the brochure:
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The junior incentive scheme is not directly involved in fitness training. It is not our philosophy in OQ to emphasize
orienteering specific endurance running or strength training before the 15th year. Rather we believe that the natural
fitness of the 12-14 year-olds best comes about by regular exercise in school and club based programs in other sports,
recreation and family activities.
The emphasis in the program will always be on improving navigation skills and building orienteering experience in a
range of different types of terrain. We want squad members to gain enjoyment from their orienteering while
improving their own confidence and the independence to approach new challenges.
Most of the juniors recruited into the scheme have gone on to become members of the Junior Cyclones (15-18 year
members), and around eight per year level have made it to represent Queensland at least once and up to 5 times in
the Queensland Schools Orienteering Team. It could be argued that the success of the Mini Cyclones program,
capturing juniors early and building depth in numbers of capable orienteers, has led to the strong performances of the
Queensland Schools Orienteering Team, winning the ASOC competition four times in five years 2006-2010. However
we were also blessed in that era with the very talented Neumann and Doyle families passing through the junior ranks.
Squad members who have later gone on to Junior World Championship selection are Bridget Anderson, Krystal
Neumann, Lilian Burrill, Kurt Neumann, Jacqui Doyle and Matt Doyle, plus Chris Firman in MTBO.
After several years of the scheme it became obvious that younger siblings of squad members were envious of their
older brothers and sisters and wanted to feel they belonged to an orienteering squad as well. Hence in 2008 the UltraMini Cyclones was born as a fun based program for Juniors from 8-10. Given this activity and encouragement it
became clear that by their 11th year often these juniors are ready for a more sophisticated program and have been
invited into the Mini Cyclones program. Ultra-Mini have also been invited to join in the Mini Cyclones Training Camps
if they have older siblings and a parent attending.
The only other change to the scheme is to extend the offer of membership to all club members in the 12-14 age group
despite their ability level or commitment. It is thought that given the fact that OQ finances the scheme it should be
available to all families who have juniors in the targeted age groups. A budget of $3000 per year from OQ now sustains
the scheme with a $1000 budget for Ultra-Minis and $3000 being made available for the Junior Cyclones who have
their own team shirts and a longer training camp mid-year to which the older and committed Mini- Cyclones are
invited.
Squad member families receive regular newsletters from the squad manager four or five times a year and email
notices about events and activities targeted at Juniors. We also try to link each member with a coach or mentor. Each
year they are required to re-commit by the parents completing the application form. Drop out has averaged about
10% per year.
Rob Simson, Mini-Cyclones Manager
September 2013
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APPENDIX 3 OPEN MEETING ON HIGH PERFORMANCE
An Open Meeting focusing on High Performance was conducted during the Australian Championships carnival in
Tasmania by Blair Trewin on 22 September 2012. The minutes of this meeting follow
Meeting Minutes
An open meeting on high-performance matters was held on 22 September. There were 17 (I think) attendees from a
broad range of perspectives (especially elite athletes, present and former coaches/managers). Derek Morrison was
also present to give a New Zealand perspective. All those present contributed to the discussion.
A wide range of ideas was raised at the meeting. Some of these parallel those which are already part of the plans
being developed through a process led by Gareth. Probably the strongest consensus was that one of the major
weaknesses in our current pathway is the transition to seniors.
In a few places I‟ve given further commentary on remarks made – this is shown in italics. Some relevant comments
made at the meeting, or by e-mail beforehand, included:
 The profile and availability of coaching at the grassroots varies a great deal – partly this is a product of
Level 1 coaching being essentially a state responsibility (something OA could potentially take more of a
leadership role in).
 Organised training (especially technical training) at the state/local level is also very variable – some states
run regular training activities but in others little or nothing happens (another issue is that sometimes
training activities happen regularly for a few years but then fade away when one or more key individuals
move on). In contrast, in Sweden it is common for even small clubs to run club training at least weekly.
NZ also see lots of group technical training as important to their recent success.
 Role models are seen as important in many ways. One suggestion made was to have an organised
„buddy‟ system where juniors would be linked with a high-profile senior elite as a mentor.
 The importance of having key people in place who can drive activities is seen as critical. (This is also
seen as a major reason behind the success of the NZ program in recent years).
 At present the National Senior and Junior Squads have a limited profile – if we are to retain them in their
current form then we need to make sure that something happens with the squads. (There was also quite a
bit of support for the idea of moving away from specifically age-based squads, and move to something
akin to the Development Squad in NZ, which covers the range from JWOC-level juniors through to young
seniors).
 There was a feeling that the National League is drifting somewhat, and is losing profile (including at
the events themselves). It needs someone who will drive it. One idea floated was to have presentations
at each event, even if we can only offer reasonably token prizes with present resources.
 A problem with running training camps without additional resources is that often those who have the time
to go to them don‟t have the money.
 It was noted that in NZ, the existence of the NZ Schools team travelling to Australia is a big target drawing
juniors in. The World Schools has also been a magnet for some (this is something we can only access if
we can find a school willing to take the lead).
 The Bushrangers was seen as a good vehicle for development, but only if it is structured and timed well
(the summer is probably best for getting people involved – June is not good because many potential
candidates have exams and/or are about to go to Europe). There was strong support for improved
Australia-NZ links generally.
 The January 2013 NZ events (to which we are sending World Cup and Schools teams) provide a good
opportunity for us to put structures in place for further engagement with NZ in the longer term.
 NZ has only very limited high-performance funding ($10K per year) from external sources.
 If national camps are to be run, it was suggested that good timing was before Christmas for juniors, and
January/February for seniors.
 There was a debate over the extent to which JWOC should be considered as a focus for
performance in its own right, and the extent to which it should be considered developmental. (As a followup, do we have specific performance goals for JWOC?).
 It was suggested that the existence of the junior division in the National League may discourage juniors
from racing against seniors. (We are, however, running juniors and seniors on the same courses at
most non-championship National League events now, except for some long distance races).
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It was suggested that organising large numbers of events may be diverting human resources which could
otherwise be engaged in organising coaching/training activities (this issue is most acute in places
where midweek events are organised using much the same pool of people as weekend events, less so in
states such as Victoria where the organisers are drawn from very different groups).
Post-competition surveys of WOC and JWOC teams should be revived.
It was noted that even at the highest level, many elites do not have regular personal coaches.
„Clusters‟ were seen as being very important – if there is a group who regularly train/compete together
this tends to be self-reinforcing – the early/mid-1990s ACT junior group (who went on to form the core of
WOC teams 5-10 years later) is a good example of this.
Can we do better in promoting and publicising successful initiatives at the club/state level?
It was agreed that Easter is far too late to be trying to start a squad training program for JWOC. So
far attempts to get things going earlier have met with only limited success (but that doesn’t mean we
shouldn’t keep trying).
The idea was raised of targeting specific groups with potential, such as the men who have just reached
senior level and the large group of mid-20s women around the fringes of the WOC team.
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APPENDIX 4 SWOT ANALYSIS RECENT PATHWAYS PROPOSAL

SWOT - High Performance Pathways and program with particular focus on
FTEM T3 / T4 / E1 / E2
Conducted by Nick Dent, Tom Quayle & Wendy Read, Vuokatti July 2013

Strengths



Gives a good overview and framework for
coaches & athletes



Can be used for targeted goal setting




Weaknesses



Needs more specific language in some areas



Provides clarity for athletes about pathways and
opportunities

Need to clarify terms such as „attainment at
international level‟. What does this actually
mean? Give real examples



E1 defines the level which is required for
selection in „Boomerangs‟ – which is clearly a
step above T4

Needs to highlight all major competitions within
the framework. Eg Aust School Champs, NOL,
Easter & Aus Champs



How do athletes know where they fit in the
framework & how to they move through the
phases? Who communicates this? Support
documents would be helpful here



Feedback processes to athletes & coaches?



Will provide guidance for team selections and
squad eligibility



Identification of key drivers is helpful for
clarification of roles/ responsibilities across all
tiers of OA



Is inspiring for athletes – is empowering and
inclusive

Opportunities



Athletes can use the model to gauge their own
progressions



The OA budget for High Performance can use
this framework for budget allocation / alignment



Training camps and activities can use phases to
target people and types of training



Coaches can be assigned to phases



Is a very user friendly document – easy for
general orienteering community to understand



A useful document for communicating to State
Sporting Organisations and other outside
agencies



Looks very professional – great for image and
pride in orienteering

Threats
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T4 / E1 has some conflicting standards around
attainment of major national level accolade &
medal at Senior NOL. This is the same??



The jump from national (E1) to international (E2)
competition is huge and with little or no „stepping
stones‟. A harsh reality which needs support.



Concerns about JWOC position in model. In
order to help juniors make the transition to
seniors, JWOC needs to be positioned so it is not
at the end of a pathway. Suggest moving it to T3



Selection of teams is complex and this document
provide excellent guidance, but only if there is
clear alignment between selection policy and
pathway development.
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APPENDIX 6 ATHLETE PIPELINE AND PERFORMANCES
1 ATHLETE PIPELINE SENIOR MEN
IOF World Rankings @ Sept 2013
SENIOR MEN
Athlete IOF Profile

IOF ID

Best 4
Scores

4789

Julian Dent

AUS42

1260

1219

1173

1137

1197.3

90

4720

Simon Uppill

AUS193

1214

1177

1166

1163

1180.0

Lachlan Dow

187

4191

Lachlan Dow

AUS393

1152

1032

1010

997

1047.8

Bruce Arthur

205

4085

Bruce Arthur

AUS63

1067

1052

1011

955

1021.3

Chris Naunton

214

4057

Christopher Naunton

AUS194

1070

1027

997

963

1014.3

David Meyer

242

3790

David Meyer

AUS69

963

952

951

924

947.5

Max Neve

248

3754

Max Neve

AUS357

997

981

978

798

938.5

Kas Gregory

256

3717

Kasimir Gregory

AUS361

989

957

894

877

929.3

Murray Scown

262

3665

Murray Scown

AUS195

974

916

892

883

916.3

no athlete proforma

3623

Lachlan Hallett

AUS137

940

909

897

877

905.8

Rob Preston

272
275

3616

Rob Preston

AUS60

1032

979

941

664

904.0

Josh Blatchford

285

3564

Joshua Blatchford

AUS223

938

921

898

807

891.0

Bryan Keely

308

3438

Bryan Keely

AUS91

1003

1000

901

534

859.5

Matt Parton

706

1790

Matt Parton

AUS203

956

834

0

596.7

Mathieu McGuire

717

1765

Mathieu McGuire

AUS219

664

559

542

588.3

Mark Gregson

720

1761

Mark Gregson

AUS177

968

793

880.5

no athlete proforma

873

1385

Ian Meyer

AUS105

829

556

692.5

NAME

Rank

Points

Julian Dent

81

Simon Uppill

Aaron Breed

no current WR data

Evan Barr

no current WR data
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AVERAGE
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2 ATHLETE PIPELINE SENIOR WOMEN
IOF World Rankings @ Sept 2013
SENIOR WOMEN
Best 4
Scores
1219

1170

1169

1151

1177.3

AUS15

1187

1179

1171

1148

1171.3

Vanessa Round

AUS182

1137

1103

1081

1036

1089.3

4078

Kathryn Preston

AUS76

1111

1043

975

949

1019.5

127

4068

Felicity Brown

AUS162

1041

1037

1022

968

1017.0

Rachel Effeney

132

4020

Rachel Effeney

AUS208

1136

1024

986

874

1005.0

Jasmine Neve

147

3849

Jasmine Neve

AUS172

1007

996

927

919

962.3

Aislinn Prendergast

153

3777

Aislinn Prendergast

AUS224

979

965

920

913

944.3

Anna Sheldon

169

3588

Anna Sheldon

AUS27

939

930

880

839

897.0

Bridget Anderson

174

3516

Bridget Anderson

AUS44

975

882

879

780

879.0

Mace Neve

178

3471

Mace Neve

AUS114

931

910

837

793

867.8

Susanne Casanova

179

3467

Susanne Casanova

AUS75

937

870

831

829

866.8

Lauren Gillis

183

3380

Lauren Gillis

AUS326

1027

880

808

665

845.0

Belinda Lawford

205

3106

Belinda Lawford

AUS398

863

850

712

681

776.5

Clare Brownridge

211

3029

Clare Brownridge

AUS238

841

756

722

710

757.3

Laurina Neumann

284

2439

Laurina Neumann

AUS90

843

803

793

Katelyn Effeney

315

2160

Katelyn Effeney

AUS339

710

681

474

295

540.0

Amy Buckerfield

323

2125

Amy Buckerfield

AUS347

604

546

524

451

531.3

384
442
877

1948
1532
502

Lillian Burrill
Sarah Buckerfield
Krystal Neumann

AUS338
AUS226
AUS84

745
774
502

602
758
0

601

NAME

Rank
55

Points
4709

Athlete IOF Profile
Hanny Allston

IOF ID
AUS117

Grace Crane

58

4685

Grace Crane

Vanessa Round

92

4357

Kathryn Preston

124

Felicity Brown

Hanny Allston

Lilian Burrill
Sarah Buckerfield
no athlete proforma
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AVERAGE

813.0

649.3
766.0
251.0
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3 ATHLETE PIPELINE JUNIOR MEN
IOF World Rankings @ Sept 2013
JUNIOR MEN (senior world ranking)
NAME
Ian Lawford
Oliver Poland
Oscar McNulty
Henry McNulty
Andrew Barnett
no athlete proforma
Brodie Nakervis
Todd Neve
Matt Doyle
Matthew Hill
Kelly Bertei
Shaun McDonough
Nick Collins

Rank
230
234
391
674
702
783
745
799
837
1419

Points
3946
3911
3046
1870
1810
1750
1704
1565
1484
729

Athlete IOF Profile
Ian Lawford
Oliver Poland
Oscar McNulty
Henry McNulty
Andrew Barnett
Ashley Nankervis
Brodie Nankervis
Todd Neve
Matt Doyle
Matthew Hill

IOF ID
AUS355
AUS358
AUS356
AUS424
AUS470
AUS436
AUS409
AUS369
AUS461
AUS418

Best 4
Scores
1112
1104
1075
944
948
888
856
932
793
729

IOF ID
AUS336
AUS399
AUS491
AUS495
AUS342
AUS451
AUS402
AUS450
AUS341
AUS500

Best 4
Scores
836
807
805
717
713
644
630
561
538
351

AVERAGE
1056
995
1049
926
862
862
848
633
691

951
911
922

821
572

633

827
901
0

0

986.5
977.8
761.5
935.0
905.0
875.0
852.0
521.7
742.0
729.0

no current WR data
no current WR data
no current WR data

4 ATHLETE PIPLINE JUNIOR WOMEN
IOF World Rankings @ Sept 2013
JUNIOR WOMEN (senior world ranking)
NAME
Heather Muir
Jacqui Doyle
Lanita Steer
Anna Dowling
Mary Fleming
Melanie Fuller
Nicola Blatchford
no athlete proforma
Michele Dawson
Lucy Fleming
Emily Cantwell
Rebecca Butler

Rank
229
459
658
721
727
776
836
856
985

Points
2852
1379
805
717
713
644
630
561
538
351

Athlete IOF Profile
Heather Muir
Jacqui Doyle
Lanita Steer
Anna Dowling
Mary Fleming
Melanie Fuller
Nicola Blatchford
Alison Burrill
Michele Dawson
Lucy Fleming
no current WR data
no current WR data
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0

562

AVERAGE
713.0
689.5
805.0
717.0
356.5
644.0
630.0
561.0
538.0
351.0

ATHLETE SURVEY
What would you change about the organisation of High
Performance orienteering in Australia?

Appendix 3
What would you change about
the planning of High Performance
orienteering in Australia?

What would you change
about the structure of High
Performance orienteering
in Australia?

6/11/2013

6/11/2013

more training opportunities &
more involvement from HP
coaches with following and
suggesting athletes
individual training.
There should be a single high performance manager who makes
an effort to be known to athletes. Focus of the HP manager
should be on Australian athletes in Australia.
Selection criteria for national teams needs to be better
communicated to athletes and consistently applied for there to
be any confidence in the process. Athletes being selected when
not nominating by deadlines, not nominating for specific teams
and inconsistent (non) selection for reasons not stated in a
selection criteria document cannot happen. This includes
transparent criteria for the pre-selection of athletes.

As above, World Championship
selection criteria needs to be more
transparent, better communicated to
athletes and consistently applied.
Combined junior and senior training
camps should be planned in
Australia so that the junior-to-senior
pathway, as well as the elite-toworld standard can be understood.

The Australian Coach should be based in Australia and focus on
developing athletes in Australia. There are many athletes in
Australia who are close to being at world standard but don't
know how to get there and aren't being helped.

6/11/2013

Any other suggestions for
improvement?

A closer relationship between the national coach and a small
national squad managed by the HP manager would help to
bridge this gap to world level.
coaching support.
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Same as question 1,
organisation.

6/11/2013

6/11/2013

-Put people in charge that want to see a rise in all elites not just
giving the cream of the crop opportunity to go to the WOC.

-Have a Australian based
coach to work with athletes.

-Have at least 5 organised training camps for elites to improve,
think about how many times the power houses of Europe train in
WOC terrain before actual WOC.

- High Performance rules
and guidelines need to be
adhered to and not be
changed according to
someone else's discretion
(nominations & WOC
selection criteria).

I would change the focus of HP from the management to
focusing on the athletes and the development and support of the
elites and upcoming juniors. I think there is too much focus on
what the federation would like the athletes to do for the
federation and no suggestion or offer by the federation as to
what the athletes receive from the federation. I would also
change the coaching system to have a broader variety of
coaches so there are different training ideas and experiences
being taught yo the elites

I would try to develop a 3 yr plan to
establish reasonable sized elite
training programmes in orienteering
havens (eg canberra, Newcastle,
Ballarat, Melbourne). These
programmes would invoke a coach
to be employed to organise
approximately 4-5 trainings per
week. Both technical and physical
trainings. The programmes would
also involve a strength programme
run by a gym/physio. This
programme would have no cost for
athletes running potentially top 20 at
WOC/JWOC. It would cost appx.
20% of full price for those running in
top 50 and 40% of total if running
below top 50. However if it was
possible for HP to fund all elites
then I believe that this should be
done. These categories could be
'world class', 'national class', and
'development class'. I think there
should be a definite focus on group
training in orienteering 'capitals'
around Australia.
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I would add more variety and
experiences to the coaching
team. I would also try to
have more than one coach
for each national team. I
would also consider
implementing a new way to
elect coaches of high
performance coaches.

Not at this stage.

6/12/2013
4:15:23

• At least one official HP training camp per year (at least a
weekend + a few days either side), athletes in the HP squad get
a subsidy (eg accom. paid for), organised by and attended by 2
official HP coaches/managers; where possible this camp should
have a combination of:
Orienteering training + camp champs race
Running training/technique sessions
Fitness testing – to assess baselines and improvements
Recovery sessions
Fundraising opportunities to reduce cost to squad members
• Other regional training camps to be organised by HP officials
(not necessarily funded) – eg from June-August for those
athletes in Australia when NOL rounds are not usually on (could
coincide with QB3). Often someone just needs to get the ball
rolling with organising such camps and this could be done by
one of the positions in OA HP – eg communicate with those
athletes intending on going, book accom, arrange maps, etc.
Some options:
Bendigo training weekend for Vic athletes
Stanthorpe training weekend for Qld and Armidale (haha)
athletes
Canberra training weekend for ACT/NSW athletes
• More opportunities for HP squad members to get high quality
international competition experience. Some options:
Develop/increase Bushrangers Pinestars competitions in
association with NZOF
Send teams to World cup races (some subsidy for athletes eg
entries and/or accom paid)
Organise Australian elite teams for races such as Jukola (when
there is enough interest and athletes may already plan on
attending these events)

• More communication with elite
athletes – this is the first time I have
ever been officially consulted
regarding forward planning
• Implementation of planning to
actually achieve goals in
development of HP, rather than just
planning to develop HP
• Long term planning with each
athlete in the HP squad – outlining
goals which might include:
NOL intentions for the year
Training camp intentions for the
year
International racing
goals/intentions for the year
Training and testing schedule for
the year (not necessarily detailed
but maybe monthly or quarterly
targets)
• Outlining options for international
competition for HP squad members
each year (WOC, JWOC, WC,
Bushragers-Pinestars, Jukola, etc),
get an idea of interest/intentions
from athletes, plan teams and any
available funding accordingly
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• OA HP positions to take on
the organisation tasks eg
camp organisation,
communicating with athletes,
collating yearly intentions of
athletes, scheduling the HP
squad activities for the year
• Selection of an
appropriately sized HP
squad
• Nominate HP regional
coaches (could be state NOL
coaches) to be in charge of
regional camps, these
regional coaches
communicate with HP head
coach on squad activities,
athlete progress, etc
• Positions in OH HP such as
head coach, other coaches,
manager, director, etc to be
clearly communicated with
athletes in the HP squad so
that they are aware of who is
in charge of what, and who
should be consulted for
various
ideas/issues/concerns/etc,
also so that these positions
are actually worthwhile
having

• Better prizes – at least give
medals to the podium for
individual national league
rounds (not for each day of
Easter, but for overall in this
round) – the national league
is the highest level of
orienteering competition in
Australia, being awarded a
cloth badge or sometimes
nothing is a joke – this may
encourage more elites to
stay for the presentation as
well as giving juniors some
inspiration at these smaller
rounds

6/12/2013
15:12:48

OA High Performance coaching and support is mostly limited to
the World Championship team members, primarily during the
World Championship training camp and competitions. Below
this level, support is usually left to the states with limited OA
support.
There are several coaches around the states that could be
engaged by OA to provide broader high performance support
without much additional cost. National Squad members have
often been ignored for the whole year by high performance
coaches unless they make the WOC team.

There is a great National
Orienteering League program.
However, OA high performance
planning could also leverage some
of the high quality state level races
to provide more frequent racing for
elite orienteers. It is not enough to
race on 4 or 5 weekends of the year
and expect to be competitive at
international level.

6/13/2013
11:35:32

I like the NOLs, and the work being done to get people to have
coaches.

I think it needs longer term goals like planning for Tassie world cups
now and development pathways for
athletes.

6/14/2013
3:17:23
6/14/2013
10:34:57

ANOTHER TRIAL
I think that there needs to be a head coach for orienteering in
Australia. Under this, there are the national team coaches and a
head coach in each state. The Head Coach for Orienteering
Australia has the role of education and monitoring of
performance equally across all states, as well as monitoring the
team performances at the international level.
Each athlete should have to have a coach or mentor. The state
coach is responsible for checking in with each athlete's coach
and making sure that their training is on track, providing advice
and support when needed. If they are concerned about an
athlete or coaches performance, this is feed back to the Head
Coach of OA.
This way, every athlete and coach receives equal support to
high level coaching education & guidance.

As above. This tiered structure of
coaching would ensure that the
Levels of Coaching Performance in
Australia also hold relevance. Only
Level 3 coaches should be eligible
to be the national coaches, and only
Level 2 the state coaches. Once a
year there should be a camp
designated to upskilling all coaches
in Australia that is hosted by the
Head OA Coach and invited
speakers ie. a sports scientist from
a state institute. At this conference,
strategic planning could be done to
ensure that training of athletes is
modified to suite the demands of the
upcoming national and international
competitions over a 3-5 year period.
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Men need to be given
access to the same
opportunities that elite
women have access to. It is
no co-incidence that the
depth of Australian senior
elite male talent has
decreased since selectors
have not selected "full
teams" for men. As a result,
many fringe team members
have lost interest in high
performance orienteering.
? Do we have a director of
HP? Has Grant been
replace? I don't know
enough about the current
structure.

I think that there needs to be
more structure - both
athletes and coaches need
performance benchmarks.
Coaches should have to
submit a yearly plan for their
athletes that is simple but
shows they understand the
physical, technical and
mental demands the athlete
will face over the 12 month
period. They must also
submit a report on their
athletes at the end of the 12
months.
I believe that athletes need
to have benchmarks to
aspire to at every level of the
new ASC HP Pathway. ie.
athletes aspiring lower down
have easier benchmarks
than those aspiring towards
the top. Only athletes that

I think that this is the main
thing. However, I believe if
we improve the structure of
coaching then the
performance of athletes can
only follow. We need to
think 3-5 years ahead all the
time, so that what is
happening right now is
actually thought about 3-5
years earlier. We cannot
expect to throw money at our
international teams and get
results if we have not done
the ground work earlier.
I am excited that there is
push towards improving the
HP system. Good on you!

have won numerous events
at the international level
should be considered at the
top of the tree. Things that
could be included are:
running performance,
consistency of training,
number of events competed
in, results, errors in races
(from split times), etc.
6/18/2013
1:56:44

I think the last 6 months have been really great. I think in
particular Wendy, Tom and nick do a great job at making the
athletes feel like athletes - taking it seriously, treating us like
oridessions and making it fun. This really helps with motivation.

I don't know enough to comment.
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Don't know enough to
comment.

In particular Wendy and Tom
are doing an outstanding job
as coaches/ managers.
Access to coaching more
broadly ( one in one) could
improve - perhaps just
encouraging elites to
consider coaching others.

6/20/2013
12:10:02

There seems to be little organisation or planning at the moment.

- There needs to be more
consultation & communication with
Elite orienteers in general.
- A strategic, long term plan that
targets goals then provides
assistance and guidance for the
athletes to achieve the goals is
essential.
- Simply telling the athletes that they
need to have a chance of making a
final to make the WOC team (then
that they are not good enough)
does not motivate athletes, it
disenfranchises them.
- In the short term, whilst our
runners (men in general and women
in the future) are not off a high level,
we need to divert funding and
resources away from the WOC
team and into development
programs, providing training camps
& increasing the profile & prestige of
the Bushranger races. ie this year it
wasn't mentioned until 4 weeks
before the races.
- The senior squad needs to again
be a sought after accolade that
provides real benefit to those
selected.
- Start work on Tassie World Cup
planning NOW!
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- I am unsure if two paid
positions are necessary, it
seems to be a hangover
from past staff situations
where it was better to have a
separation of duties to avoid
conflicts of interest. An
amalgamation of positions
may provide efficiencies and
provide a clearer
purpose/direction to the
position. Im still not sure
what roles and
responsibilities are for each
position.
- It is tricky situation to have
the men's coach living o/s.
Whilst Tom is a huge wealth
of knowledge & Im sure does
a a great job it may be hard
for those out of the woc team
to contact him or feel as
though they can speak to
him easily (without having a
prior relationship). On the flip
side having the coach based
in Euro would help
immensely for those living
abroad and for the team
when it comes to WOC time.
(I understand it may also be
hard to find suitable
candidates in Aust).
- An elite representative
group would be a good idea
for the HP group to consult
with
- Elite meetings at races,
email groups etc would
provide more opportunities
for information sharing
amongst the elite group

- JWOC teams shouldn't be
filled for the sake of filling
them. The retention rate is
so low inb recent history and
it seems many members see
JWOC as an excuse to get a
trip to Europe and leave the
sport soon after.
- Discuss my idea of a camp
in Canberra @ the AIS which
has somewhat of a sprint
focus and that is supported
by a sprint series for both
racing opportunities and
fundraising/camp
subsidisation (Im happy to
be a main organiser of sorts)
- Make the camp annual,
there seems to be adhoc
camps at the moment, which
while having good intentions
doesn't allow for athletes to
plan ahead
- Ensuring athletes have
personal coaches, training
plans and are reaching
benchmarks is a good idea The most important is
assisting the athletes who
need help this!
- Seeking help to sourse
sponsorship opportunities for
the teams (ie shoes,
nutrition, travel)

7/16/2013
8:41:15

I think it needs to be more visible, so that people understand
how it works. I think that not enough people understand what it
means and what is done at that level. All I understand is that
there has been 1-2 athletes named as high performance athletes
in the past few years but I don't understand much more about
how they got there and how others could get there ... and what
they get.

I would make it more visible (like
what's already starting to happen)
and communicate the changes
clearly to the athletes and all
orienteers within Australia (not just
elites).
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I don't have any feedback on
this sorry.

The website needs updating
and could have more
information about High
Performance in Australia in
2013, and the plans for
2014/15/16. Currently most
of the information is from
2012. Don't worry I
understand that you can only
do one thing at a time!
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